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 Have you ever visited United Kingdom? 

 On our trip, we visited the Canterbury Cathedral. 

 Love is wonderful thing. 

 The pets are not permitted in this hotel. 

 Rabbit is small wild furry animal with long ears. 

 The New York is in United States of the America. 

 A love makes the world go round. 

 Sheila has got German car. 

 Rita works in the office in West Street. 

 I’ve got a friend who is a electrician. 

 Paul goes to special school for a musicians. 

 Jack is in the hospital because he ill and can’t go to school. 

 Valerie wants to go to the university and study to be a doctor. 
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 Could you get loaf of bread from baker’s? 

 The milk is good for the children. 

 The John is at a work at moment. 

 We travelled to the Hungary by a car. 

 Have you got a brother or the sister? 

 War between two countries was longest in the history. 

 Who was first astronaut who walked on the moon? 

 Nile is longest river in world. 

 First time I saw Kate I knew she was girl for me! 

 Jim is studying the maths and wants to be teacher. 

 We went to the USA for holiday and had good time. 

 When I’m at the home in evening I like to listen to radio. 
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Where’s  

an/the electric heater?  

I can’t find it. 

An/the old person 

sometimes feels lonely. 

I’m thinking of buying 

a/the new pair  

of trousers. 

What happened at  

an/the end of a/the film? 

Luckily, a/the fire brigade 

soon came and  

put out a/the fire. 

In the end there was 

a/the war between  

the two countries. 

David has  

an/the appointment  

at a/the optician’s. 

Harry’s mother bought 

him a/the guitar for his 

birthday present. 

I didn’t know  

an/the answer 

 to a/the question,  

so I left it out. 
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